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on
(or what i'm even doing
with this here
collection of writings
other than talking
about my feelings)

a music based
mag about me and
my feelings. not
reviews.

i don't have the discipline or drive to post on
a blog. i just don't. i like making physical
things so that's what i've done.
i also don't like music writing except when it's
in context of a personal narrative or with a
level of recognizable passion. not necessarily
always positive, but at least with some level of
giving a shit. so that's how i approached this.
this lil mag is about music i've loved for years
and music i'm excited about and music i missed
last year but want to talk about now and crying
at a show last summer.
this is edition one of the mag. maybe it'll be
the only one but i have a lot of opinions and a
lot of feelings so probably not.
i hope u like it thanks
miranda

on
- counting pennies in the afterlife

(or why my eoty lists
will never be accurate
past december)

- everything but the here and now
i only heard of this band through liking
cheerbleederz (as they have the same drummer)
and following fresh (who has the same vocalist
and guitarist to cheerbleederz) on twitter dot
com. that said, this album has such a good flow
to it and i enjoyed it from front to back on
first listen. it’s hooky and packed with really
well constructed, tight pop songs. maybe that
doesn’t seem like as much of a compliment as i
mean it, but i think this record is a testament
to the importance of formatting on an album and
how gripping an album can be. i've listened to
it so much just straight through repeatedly and
i think it's so good.
different views or unwind

i first heard of colour me wednesday while
doing a related artist deep dive through bands
related to martha last spring. this deep dive
was prior to this album’s release and so i
listened to their 2013 album and didn’t
immediately connect to it so, while on a new
music rampage, i moved on but their name stuck
in my head so recently i searched them and saw
an album from last year. it’s poppy and fun
(self described on their twitter bio as "catchy
as fuck) and exactly the kind of music i want
right now. it feels like spring and it makes me
the kind of happy that relient k makes me
(which is to say it should be in the top five
of my eoty from last year).

exposure or sunriser

this section will be about an album that isn’t new but is new to me
and has made an impact. this album isn’t all that old comparative to
the los campesinos! albums i could have gone with, but i want to talk
about this one.
i’d heard of them before the start of this story, but the problem with
bands that have 4+ albums is that i get too intimidated to even start
listening. so we instead start with me looking for new music on the
only place i can count on: the specialist subject records webstore. in
my stalking through pages of albums, i was drawn to the sick scenes
album cover and had some name recognition so i saved it when i
saved a slew of other albums.
then i didn’t listen to it.
so we pick back up with me, again looking for different music, just
shuffling all of the songs on my phone and forcing myself to listen to
whatever came up. by chance 5 flucloxacillin came on and it sparked
something inside of me. then it sparked me to listen to it 232 times.
it took me a while to listen to the rest of the album but once i did i
was flooded with a mix of a few things:
- haven’t a clue what he’s talking about
- this makes me feel invincible
- i need to hear that again
it’s a way i’ve felt exactly two times from an album before. first,
when i was 12 and first heard transatlanticism in entirety. second,
when i was 20, in paris, and listened to blisters in the pit of my heart
by martha.
and, much like with that martha record, it took a long time for me to
learn the words to the songs on sick scenes and longer for it to really
sink in. i think that is the litmus test for music that ends up meaning
the most to me. if it hits hard and is on instant repeat without
needing the lyrics, the music gets to have a two fold impact. when
the lyrics do sink in and they’re dense and fun and full of word

(or accidentally loving an
album put out a years ago by a
band with so much music i’m
scared to listen to them)

on

play i may or may not have to google because
it’s in a colloquial form my midwest american
ears struggle with, it makes the power of the
record that much stronger. i went weeks
constantly listening to 5 flucloxacillin before i
looked up lyrics enough to understand or even
acknowledge the cycling metaphor... and what an
OAP is...
(old age pensioner, according to google dot com,
for all my fellow uninitiated americans. i’m also
banking on my new knowledge of the term
domestique to help me with a jeopardy clue one
day.)
it’s weird to be someone who gets into a band
that’s been around for 10+ years with their most
recent album but i also think it’s kind of a cool
and special way to discover something new.
especially discovering that thing outside the
context of press description of the band and not
having to worry about references tucked in lyrics
(which i think there are, but i was 10 in 2008.
sorry).

sick scenes is best at moments of bright,
lingering key riffs paired with tight drumming
paired and gareth’s voice cramming in more
words than you’d be able to imagine. the
album feels wide open in its keys, synths,
and occasional horns but maintains direction
and focus through the drumming and vocals.
i think that juxtaposition is what draws me to
it more than just enjoying reading and going
over lyrics. sad suppers does this best, in my
opinion. drums that propel the song until a
moment of airy openness, full of lyrics ripe to
be shouted in your car, before descending
back into complex and layered but cohesive
instrumentals.
favorite tracks: 5 flucloxacillin, sad suppers,
a slow slow death, renato dall’ara (2008)
sick scenes was released through witchita
recordings on the 24th of february, 2017.

(or .. matty
healy’s influence?)

<by the national>
boxer is my favorite album ever and brainy was the first
one of their songs to really connect with me. it makes me
feel urgent and purposeful and pensive.

on

<by into it. over it.>

i read an interview with the 1975’s matty healy once where he
listed out some songs he really liked. or at least that’s how
i remember it. i don’t know if that interview was about more
than that or not but that’s fine because really what stood
out to me was him referring to all my friends by lcd
soundsystem as a “forever song”. at the time it inspired me
to make a playlist of songs i’ve grown to consider Forever
Songs- meaning, i guess, songs that mean a ton to me for one
reason or another. over the last two years or so since i made
it i have added songs periodically so i’m just going to go
through some of them now. warning: it’s a bunch of dudes and
not necessarily a view on what i find most inspiring as far
as how i look at music now but it’s fun to think about in a
retrospective on a younger version of myself.

<by death cab for cutie>
this song illustrates one of my big fears in life: settling
into a life i don’t want because i feel like nothing better
can happen. maybe i like it because of that, maybe it made me
this way. either way, it’s my favorite song ever written.
<by the 1975>
severely underrated 1975 song and a great example of the kind
of song by them that i love. the cadence of the lyrics is
perfect, it’s light, good guitar riff, short. not a jam, but
definitely a head bop that i want to listen to at any point
in time.
<by jack’s mannequin>
the very beginning of this song just makes my chest fill with
love. a song that pulls me in and really makes me feel a very
specific life experience. nothing better.

this song isn’t on streaming anymore but, of all the into
it. over it. songs i know and love, it makes me feel
something pretty unique. it feels wistful and soft at the
edges and i love it for that reason.
<by the wonder years>
i’ve never been able to articulate why this is my favorite
twy song. i think i just like the sort of discussion set up
of the song. plus i heard it when i was pretty young and
urgent songs about being afraid and sad but it being okay
were what i liked and needed. i still can listen to this
one whenever and love it though.
<by martha>
this is
think
tattoo
opera.

one of the most recent songs to hit me and make me
“this is what i want out of a song”. i love the
imagery. i love that it’s based in part on a soap
anarchy tinged love songs are martha’s best niche
and i love it.
<by everyone everywhere>

this song makes me feel better in my everyday life.
celebrating small things and not feeling guilty for being
nice to yourself is what i get out of it and it’s positive.

<by vampire weekend>
the last memory i have with my paternal grandfather who i
loved and idolized before he was too ill to speak was
driving back from a grocery store with this song playing.
he asked me what it was so i told him and he said he liked
it. i cried at lollapalooza last year when they played it.

<by colour me
wednesday>

<by me rex>

<by camp cope>

<by fresh>

<by happy accidents>

by martha
i scrobbled three thousand martha songs
last year on last.fm. i got to see them
play with jeff rosenstock too and it was
the only time i felt pure joy last year. i
love martha so much, their music is witty
and fun and political without being
contrived. and bonus: on this album we’re
getting a part two to the ballad of lucy
connor (which is a song on their self
titled album that isn't on streaming but
you should buy on bandcamp). everything
they are is everything i want in a band and
i am so jazzed for more new music.
love keeps kicking is available for preorder on dirtnap records in the us / big
scary monsters in the uk right now and will
be out the 4th of may 2019.

(or just a look at two things
coming out later this year)

<by bellows>

<by woahnows>

<by martha>

<by
tellison>

by stella donnelly
<by los campesinos!>

on

<by adult mom>

<by tea leaf>

<by stella donnelly>

(or a playlist for you)

i haven’t been listening to stella donnelly
for very long but i’ve quickly grown to like
her music a whole lot. it’s got a depth that
sucks me in and i cannot wait to hear more,
especially as the singles have been so
absolutely perfect. her music is also the only
thing me and one of my newer friends agree on
fully and i can’t wait to finally be excited
about the same thing with her instead of her
being excited about something i don’t really
enjoy. thank you stella.
beware of the dogs is available for pre-order
via secretly canadian and will be out the 8th
of march 2019.

fairly recently i had the idea to take photos of venues around
chicago and make a zine fully focused on people’s stories from
them but i’ve since decided to just do so on my own (or
potentially with help from my friends going forward) as a
section in this music zine. chicago’s music scene identity is
based a lot in the venues, as shown by the outpouring of anger
against an influx of livenation owned venues within the lincoln
yards development. i don’t think all of the venues are good but
they all hold experiences i think are interesting to discuss.
the first one i’m going to talk about is one i think is
cursed and great in equal parts: the beat kitchen in good ole
roscoe village.
beat kitchen is one of the first small venues i went to
within chicago proper and i remember thinking it was so cool
when i was a teenager. the subway tile walls. the way it has
coat hooks all around the room. the walls of stickers for old
local bands that broke up years ago. the bouncers telling
teenagers to go “straight back” and don’t leave the back venue
space. the tiny stage.
every time i go there i don’t know what i’ll get, but
often it ends up being a weird interaction with a man i have a
lot of mutual friends with but don’t know very well. i have deep
affection for the place despite it and have had so many music
memories based in beat kitchen.
valentine’s day 2015 at you blew it! dancing to gabby’s
world. dude from a certain band i won’t mention belligerent and
pushing his crotch into my face because he was too drunk to
stand properly. a real friends holiday show in which they stood
just off to the side of the stage fully exposed and obviously
doing an encore but still making us chant. seeing a bunch of my
acquaintances at a 5 year anniversary show for one of their old
bands and just having a weird breakdown in front of two very
kind men that was induced by crying in my car listening to a
band i don’t even like.
but i’m going to focus on one show: camp cope, summer
2018.
full disclosure, i didn’t stay for this whole show and i
didn’t get there on time. but this isn’t about that.

(or venue stories)

on

camp cope is a band that came into my life exactly when i
needed them. i first heard their music after seeing cayetana at
bled fest and looking into their split with camp cope. i
immediately resonated with keep growing and went from there. as
their new music came out it began to define the way i think
about impactful, meaningful music as well as a mindset of
seeking out music with a point of view that i think deserves
hearing and by people who feel a sense of social responsibility.

i walked to the venue
from my parking spot at a
walgreens and the bouncer told
me, “almost there” before
putting an X on both of my
hands. i think that was the
first show maybe ever that i
went to and didn’t see at
least 5 people i kind of but
not really knew. the crowd, as
you might imagine, was fairly
low in male attendance and was
better for it. being in a
crowd that is very obviously
so connected to the greater
message of what’s going on is
really special but, beyond
that, seeing so many young
people experiencing a strong,
accessible female voice is so
heartening. it’s the feeling i
get from a lot of the recent
surge of visibility for
female/non-binary/trans indie/
emo bands. the visible and
trendy bands when i was a
teenager were full of men with
the exception of tigers jaw
and pity sex or there was
older feminist punk bands i
didn’t (and still don’t) feel
connected to. the ecosystem of
punk and emo is by no means
equal, but i do see a shift in
the gender breakdown of what
is trendy within the scene and
that is something cool. now if
only music spaces would
respect those women the way
they do men, then we could be
getting somewhere.
for me, though, that
show elicited a visceral
emotional response. i didn’t
anticipate crying full force
through no fewer than four
straight songs, but that’s
what happened. maybe it was
the timing of being 20 and

iconic subway tile walls

finishing college and not
knowing what to do with myself
that made me so emotional.
maybe it was buried emotions
about my past sexual
experiences manifesting
themselves. maybe it’s because
it was my sister’s birthday
and i felt a lot of emotions
about my sisters during done.
maybe it was helped along by
feeling alone but warm in a
familiar room. could have been
a lot of things, but it
started with their third song
and didn’t stop.
they played the face of
god third that night and that
song, since i first heard it,
elicits a big feeling from me.
so we were off to the races
early. i tried to get it
together during flesh and
electricity flowing into keep
growing but was ultimately
unsuccessful as they played
done. between a bizarre
relationship to sex and a
bizarre guilt over my sisters
the whole stretch was a huge,
public display of emotion from
me.

despite it, i didn’t
feel bad or embarrassed. it
felt cathartic and i still
had fun but, more than that,
everyone around was engrossed
in the performance. in the
end it felt the way camp
cope’s music feels to me,
it’s serious and it’s
emotional and it’s demanding
of the world but it’s also
punk and it’s fun. music by
women with a strong political
message is more than just
that message.

thank you for reading
this thing my roommate
described as "a blog but
more work". i have a lot
of fun being this way.

i left that show a bit
early after buying a t-shirt
and walked alone back to that
walgreens and cried to done
all over again on my drive
back to the suburbs.

u can buy more of my
zines at:

beat kitchen is a bar
and a music venue and the
home of many beloved/awkward/
fun/weird memories. it is in
roscoe village.

hidden behind the
blur of this photo
is a wall of local
band stickers from
2014 and dudes
talking at the
merch table

if u liked it please
send me a tweet and tell
me about a time you
cried in public or ur
personal forever songs.

wendyhousepress.bigcartel.com
you can follow me on the
internet to hear me talk
about stuff i don't like
here:
twitter/ig
@mirandareinert

